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Introduction 
 
Annex 8 sets out the engagement and consultation we have carried out so far to help inform our 
draft Drought Plan for 2018 and the steps we intend to take to consult on the plan further. 
 
As we developed our draft Drought Plan we engaged with our domestic and business customers 
and interested regional, community, environmental and trade organisations, in addition to the water 
industry regulators, in particular the Environment Agency and Natural England. 
 
We also worked with our neighbouring water companies, regional organisations such as WRSE 
(Water Resources in the South East) and Water UK to inform our planning and help develop 
consistent approaches across the UK, to provide clearer messages for customers. 
 
Our engagement has included customer diaries, focus groups, online surveys, stakeholder 
workshops and panels, telephone calls and one-to-one and group meetings. In addition, we have 
reviewed customer research carried out following the last drought in the region in 2011-12. 
 
We have also consulted through our website (southernwater.co.uk) on the scope of our Strategic 
Environmental Assessment and Habitat Regulations Assessment. 
 
The process and findings of our engagement and consultation is outlined further in this document, 
in addition to an overview of our proposed activities for an eight-week public consultation on the draft 
Drought Plan later in 2017. 
 

Key findings 
 
The key findings from our initial customer and stakeholder research, as outlined in the draft Drought 
Plan 2018 Summary Consultation document are as follows: 
 
 You understand there will be severe droughts which cannot be avoided 
 You think the restrictions are appropriate, even though they are not desirable 
 You don’t want us to invest more to avoid droughts if it will increase bills significantly 
 You think rota cuts to ration water are only acceptable in extreme circumstances 
 You think we should balance the needs of customers, the environment and the economy. 
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Customer engagement 
Domestic customers  
 
Customer research to help inform the draft Drought Plan 2018 has been carried out as part of 
Southern Water’s overarching engagement to identify customer priorities for the future. 
 
The first step consisted of an integrated customer research programme where we engaged with 100 
domestic customers to seek their views in a customer-led initiative. 
   
The consisted of a three-step approach, as follows: 
  
1. We captured customers’ thoughts and feelings associated with clean water and wastewater in 

real time through a mobile phone/tablet App (paper based information capture was also available 
for those who preferred it). 

2. Depth interviews and discussion groups were held with App users to explore their responses 
3. A quantitative research exercise was undertaken to rank and priorities key themes and issues 

emerging from elements one and two above. 
 
As part of Step 2, we shared information with customers on our staged drought response with levels 
of restrictions ranging from Temporary Use Bans up to Emergency Orders (standpipes and rota 
cuts). 
 
Generally, customers regarded this staged response as sensible, however, it has been 40 years 
since any customers have experienced rota cuts and standpipes and some stakeholders have 
challenged whether customers would ever accept such restrictions today. 
 
Customers’ key priorities for drought – sensible drought steps and rota cuts in extreme 
circumstances – are show below as part of customers’ wider feedback. 
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Business customers 
 
We have also carried out in-depth face-to-face interviews with a range of businesses across the 
Southern Water region to explore any differences in the priorities of business and domestic 
customers. 
 
We found businesses approached drought on the basis of potential inconvenience to their business, 
rather than with regard to any environmental consequences. Generally it appeared the businesses 
who were engaged with felt the likelihood of restrictions which would impact on their ability to trade 
was so infrequent that it was not an area to invest in significantly in the future. 
 

Customers of the future 
 
A third strand of research has been undertaken with ‘customers of the future’ i.e. 11 to 17-year-olds. 
In this exercise, around 60 young people took part in app research and in-depth group discussions. 
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Water saving in homes was considered vitally important to many young people, as did further work 
to reduce leakage, which they saw as being able to be improved through technological advances. 
 
Drought felt very distant to most of the young people, who had infrequent experience of them, and 
the impact of drought actions, such as Temporary Use Bans. While climate change was a salient 
topic, they struggled to comprehend 20 to 50 years in the future and what extreme weather could 
mean for them. They see drought as more of an issue for countries with arid climates. 
 
They feel that there will be more pressures on the water supply in the future, however, they also 
believe that technology will help to address these pressures, alongside things like personal water 
systems, home filtration, recycling wastewater and collecting rainwater, treating it and storing it for 
other use.  
 

Post 2011-12 drought research 
 
Following the 2011-12 drought, Southern Water carried out some quantitative research with 
customers in its region to gauge their awareness of both the drought itself and Southern Water’s 
actions, to learn lessons for the future. The results of this survey are included as Appendix A: 
Drought Survey to this annex.  
 
The findings have proved useful in terms of identifying the types and channels of communication 
which customers prefer (TV, press and door-to-door literature or letters), the resonance of water 
efficiency messages (high) and in setting benchmarks to improve upon for engagement in future 
droughts. 
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Stakeholder engagement 
 
These customer preferences and feedback has also been supported with wider engagement with 
stakeholders. 
 
As part of Southern Water’s overarching engagement with the communities it serves, for both future 
planning and day-to-day delivery, we have established five stakeholder panels to help inform, advice 
and shape our work. 
 
The panels – one for each county and one regional Strategic Environment Panel – include 
representatives from local authorities, environmental groups, regulators, and business groups.  
 
Members of our Strategic Environment Panel include a range of national level stakeholders:  
 
Environment Agency, Natural England, Green Alliance, Southern Regional Flood and Coastal 
Committee, Marine Conservation Society, National Farmers Union, Rivers Trust, CCW, South 
Downs National Park, Kent County Council (as local authority rep) and Blueprint for Water 
(represented by WWF and RSPB). Officials from Defra attend on an ad hoc basis.  
 
Members of our County Stakeholder Panels include: 
 
Local authorities, CPRE, Catchment Partnership hosts (usually River Trusts), Wildlife Trusts, 
National Parks, Environment Agency, Natural England (Hampshire only), CLA, angling groups, local 
flood forums and Chambers of Commerce.  
 
We are also members of 10 catchment partnerships in our region and we are using these to raise 
awareness of the draft Drought Plan and provide opportunities for stakeholders to contribute. And 
we are also working closely with the Upper Itchen Initiative and Hampshire Water Resources Group. 
 
To directly support the company’s future planning work, we held a series of workshops in October 
and November 2016 in Kent, Hampshire, Sussex and on the Isle of Wight, which were attended by 
more than 160 stakeholders. 
 
They gave stakeholders from a range of organisations – including environmental groups, business 
representatives, regulators and local authorities – an opportunity to hear about our current 
performance and help shape our future plans. Stakeholders had the opportunity to discuss a range 
of water resources issues, including the steps we would take in a drought - at a high level. 

Letters and emails 
 
In addition to these opportunities for face-to-face engagement, we included information about the 
plans for our Drought Plan in our quarterly stakeholder newsletter, which reaches more than 3,500 
stakeholders across our region. In relation to the Drought Plan, this signposted readers to information 
on the Southern Water website and provided the means to get in touch to contribute to the 
development of the draft plan. 
 
We also sent targeted letters to a smaller group of stakeholders who are likely to be impacted by 
changes to Drought Permits, or who have expressed an interest in the development of the Drought 
Plan previously. Where appropriate, we have offered one-to-one meetings. 
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Stakeholder feedback 
 
The table below sets out the feedback we have received from stakeholders during our engagement 
to date which is pertinent to water supply and the Drought Plan, set alongside the earlier feedback 
recorded from customers. 
 
Table 1: Summary of customer and stakeholder feedback on drought planning 
 
PROVIDING A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF HIGH-QUALITY DRINKING WATER 
 
Customers said Stakeholders said 
Customers are grateful that we have clean, 
safe water on demand.  
Customers are generally not very concerned 
about Temporary Use Bans as they feel 
personal inconvenience is relatively low. 
Businesses highlighted the importance of 
reducing the risk of interruptions to supply. 

Most stakeholders feel high-quality water 
should be a given.  
Environmental groups recognise the role of 
Temporary Use Bans during drought and want 
to see sustainable levels of abstraction. 
Stakeholders also support longer-term 
planning to build resilience and feel we should 
take customers, the economy and the 
environment into account when planning for 
drought. They also challenged whether 
customers’ ‘nostalgic’ view of drought would be 
a reality if faced with severe restrictions today. 
Stakeholders also provided strong support for 
catchment management measures.  
 
 

 
 
More detailed feedback recorded in regional stakeholder workshop includes: 
 
Sussex 
In Brighton, the worst historic drought planning approach was not popular with attendees on half of 
the tables as it was seen as unreliable and underestimates the potential impact of climate change. 
The potential future drought approach was suggested as more useful by most attendees. However, 
a couple of other attendees suggested planning for a middle-ground drought, rather than a worst-
case scenario, and warned of the risks of over investment and subsequent impact on consumers’ 
bills. 
 
Isle of Wight 
In the Isle of Wight discussions, many attendees felt that there needed to be a balance between the 
approaches and that objectivity was needed. 
 
Kent 
In the Canterbury discussions, many attendees felt that planning needed to be based on looking to 
the future and not the past. It was proposed that planning should consider several approaches or all 
of them. 
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Consultation on SEA and HRA scope  
 
During December 2016, we placed information on the Have Your Say section of the Southern Water 
website (southernwater.co.uk/haveyoursay) asking for feedback on the scope of our activities to 
inform our Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) 
for the draft Drought Plan 2018. 
 
Comments on the SEA and HRA Scoping Report were received from the following organisations:  
 
 Natural England  
 Environment Agency  
 Historic England  
 Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust  
 Sussex Wildlife Trust  
 WWF. 

 
Our detailed Statement of Response following these comments is available on our website at 
southernwater.co.uk/our-drought-plan and is included with Annex 12: Strategic Environmental 
Assessment of this Drought Plan. 
 
 

Summary of regulator engagement 
The Environment Agency and Natural England have helped us develop this Drought Plan, we have 
worked closely with them to talk through our initial set of drought options and to help get a better 
understanding of the potential environmental impacts of these options and to set out what mitigating 
measures we could introduce to counter these. 
 
A key component of this work has been the detailed Environmental Assessment Reports for our 
Drought Permit and Order options, which we have produced for the first time. We have collaborated 
with key Environment Agency and Natural England staff to ensure these reports use the best data 
available and local staff’s knowledge of habitats that could be impacted by our options. 
 
In addition, we have also held regular liaison meetings with the Environment Agency to talk through 
the development of the Drought Plan and Water Resources Management Plan. 

Drought Plan pre-consultation 
Under Section 39B (7) of the Water Industry Act 1991, prior to preparing its Drought Plan, each water 
company must consult the Environment Agency, the Authority [Ofwat], the Secretary of State [Defra], 
and any licensed water supplier which supplies water to premises in the undertaker’s area via the 
undertaker’s supply system. 
 
Southern Water took the opportunity to widen the scope of this pre-consultation phase prior to the 
preparation of the draft plan. We wrote to the following organisations inviting their comments: 
 
 Statutory consultees: Environment Agency, Defra, Ofwat, and Natural England,  

 Other stakeholders: Thames Water, Wessex Water, South East Water, Affinity Water 

South East, Sutton & East Surrey Water, Bournemouth Water, Portsmouth 

Water, and the Consumer Council for Water. 
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Responses to Southern Water’s pre-consultation letter were received from: 
 Environment Agency 

 Defra. 

 
Table 2 below sets out the various meetings and engagement we have had with regulators during 
the development of this plan.  
 
Table 2: Summary of engagement activity with regulators 

Date Regulator Engagement / meeting 

26/02/2016 Environment Agency Drought Plan pre-consultation meeting 

04/03/2016 Defra, Environment Agency, Natural 
England Pre-consultation letters sent 

17/08/2016 Natural England Review of SEA, HRA, WFD and EAR 
methodology for the Drought Plan 

07/09/2016 Environment Agency WRMP / DP Pre-consultation - options 
appraisal and environmental assessment 

30/09/2016 Environment Agency Kent and South London Area - drought 
options- initial discussions 

05/10/2016 Environment Agency Solent and South Downs Area - drought 
options - initial discussions 

01/12/16 – 
31/03/17 Environment Agency and Natural England Review of draft Environmental Assessment 

Reports and suggested updates/edits. 

14/12/2016 Natural England Initial HRA discussions and Environmental 
Assessment Reports 

16/12/2016 Environment Agency Drought Plan progress meeting 

19/01/2017 Natural England Environmental Assessment Reports 

24/01/2017 Environment Agency Kent and South London Area - drought 
options – workshop 

31/01/2017 Environment Agency Solent and South Downs Area - drought 
options – workshop 

06/03/2017 Natural England Environmental Assessment Reports 

08/03/2017 Environment Agency Kent and South London Area – 
Environmental Assessment Reports 

10/03/2017 Environment Agency Solent and South Downs Area – 
Environmental Assessment Reports 

16/03/2017 Environment Agency and Natural England  HRA discussions 

08/08/2017 Environment Agency, Natural England and 
Portsmouth Water 

Scope of new Drought Permit and Order 
options 

12/09/2017 Environment Agency, Natural England and 
Portsmouth Water 

Scope of new Drought Permit and Order 
options 

04/10/2017 Environment Agency and Natural England HRA discussions 
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Proposed consultation activities 
 
To fulfil its statutory duties, Southern Water proposes to carry out an eight-week public consultation 
on the draft Drought Plan 2018 during early 2018. 
 
The aim will be to engage and consult with everyone who may be impacted by the actions 
contained within the plan. 
 
This includes all domestic and commercial customers of Southern Water, retail partners, 
community representatives, environmental groups and wider stakeholders and regulators. 
 
In order to achieve a wide-ranging consultation we propose to carry out the following activities: 
 
 A dedicated section on the Southern Water Have Your Say website, with information about 

the drought plan and an online questionnaire (with responses shared directly with Defra) 
 

 The production of a suite of engagement material – including a summary document, paper 
questionnaire and SAE (addressed to Defra), a short customer leaflet, graphics and adverts 
 

 Bespoke customer research – based on the Drought Plan consultation document – with 
responses shared with Defra 
 

 A media campaign – with regional press (print, digital, radio and television) and social media 
– Twitter and Facebook 
 

 An advertising campaign to raise awareness of the consultation and provide information 
about the draft Drought Plan 

 
 Engagement with customers at public events, such as community fairs, and through the 

company’s regular community Waterwise and school talks 
 

 Consultation with stakeholders through regional panel meetings, the Strategic Environmental 
Panel, catchment partnerships, local environmental forums, letters and newsletters to 
stakeholders, local business group meetings and Local Enterprise Partnerships 
 

 An awareness campaign with employees of Southern Water and opportunities to give 
feedback on the draft plan 
 

 Regular and specifically scheduled meetings with regulators. 
 

Statement of Response 
 
Following the public consultation, we will review all the feedback and publish a Statement of 
Response by June 2018, and outline how our Drought Plan has been updated in response to this 
feedback. The Statement of Response will be shared with all those who have taken part in the 
consultation and promoted through the business-as-usual media, customer and stakeholder 
channels. 
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CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

3689-62291712417649125Brighton & West Sussex
23%I99%IK-31%E23%22%18%17%50%27%22%25%

124-1364217235-8144125Hastings & East Sussex
78%IJ-*18%33%H22%35%H22%-29%A20%25%

--125552523147-5966125Ramsgate & Thanet
--50%JK27%20%30%g21%30%-21%30%B25%

-112449321917716164125Chatham & Medway
-1%50%JK24%25%25%26%30%50%22%29%b25%

Page 1

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 1
Region
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

--250105574131141119131250Kent
--100%JK52%45%54%47%61%50%43%59%B50%

160--534924266-10456160East Sussex
100%IJ--26%38%H32%39%H26%-38%A25%32%

-90-442211931543690West Sussex
-100%IK-22%17%14%14%13%50%19%16%18%

Page 9

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 5
Q4. In which county do you currently live?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

9213116-52-131124Not heard of it
6%2%5%5%F5%f-8%F9%-5%5%5%

151882361901227661212264211475NET: Heard of
94%98%94%94%95%100%EgH92%91%100%95%95%95%

6137987249303012111482196Heard of it but you
38%41%39%36%38%39%45%52%50%41%37%39%don't know much about

it

905113811873463191150129279Heard of and know a
56%57%55%58%57%61%47%39%50%54%58%56%lot about it

--11------11Don't know
--**------**

Page 11

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 6
Q5. How familiar, or otherwise, are you with the drought that was announced earlier this year in your part of the country? Have you ...
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

115691881611005642111201171372Yes
72%77%75%80%E78%E74%64%48%50%73%77%74%

422058372619231217050120No
26%22%23%18%20%25%35%GH52%50%25%22%24%

3144211--628Don't know
2%1%2%2%2%1%2%--2%1%2%
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Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 7
Q6. Do you recall Southern Water telling you about a drought in your local area? This could be on the radio, TV, online, in newspapers or magazines, or by post.
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q7 Summary
I have a good
understanding
that summer
rainfall does

little to
restock

underground
water reservesAfter the

due torecent heavy
evaporation,A hosepipe banrainfall, I
take-up byis a fair waydon't

roots orto reduce waterunderstand why
overground run-usage in athere is still

offdroughta drought

500500500Base

419412197Agree
84%82%39%

5679295Disagree
11%16%59%

2598Don't know
5%2%2%

Page 15

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 8
Q7. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements ...
-Summary

Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

5634107944328219110691197Agree
35%38%43%47%EG34%37%32%39%50%38%41%39%

10055140107824842141163132295Disagree
63%61%56%53%64%H63%64%61%50%59%59%59%

41313-3--8-8Don't know
3%1%1%*2%-5%fH--3%A-2%
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Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 9
Q7. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements ...
-After the recent heavy rainfall, I don't understand why there is still a drought

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

13277203169105635518-239173412Agree
83%86%81%84%82%83%83%78%-86%A78%82%

2613402821131151324779Disagree
16%14%16%14%16%17%17%22%50%12%21%B16%

2-752---1639Don't know
1%-3%2%2%---50%2%1%2%
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Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 10
Q7. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements ...
-A hosepipe ban is a fair way to reduce water usage in a drought

Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

131772111661056959181233186419Agree
82%86%84%82%82%91%gh89%78%50%84%83%84%

2410222418554-272956Disagree
15%i11%9%12%14%7%8%17%-10%13%11%

5317125221117825Don't know
3%3%7%6%4%3%3%4%50%6%4%5%

Page 20

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 11
Q7. Do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements ...
-I have a good understanding that summer rainfall, although helping to recharge rivers and reservoirs, does little to restock underground water reserves due
     to evaporation, take-up by roots or overground run-off
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Q8 Summary
Communication
from SouthernCommunication

Water informingfrom Southern
me what theWater giving meCommunication
company isadvice aboutfrom Southern

doing to dealhow to dealWater making me
with thewith theaware of the
droughtdroughtdrought

500500500Base

233279298NET: Satisfied
47%56%60%

508186Very satisfied      (4)
10%16%17%

183198212Fairly satisfied    (3)
37%40%42%

157119114Fairly dissatisfied (2)
31%24%23%

948677Very dissatisfied   (1)
19%17%15%

251205191NET: Dissatisfied
50%41%38%

161611Don't know
3%3%2%

2.392.572.63Mean

0.910.970.95Standard deviation
0.040.040.04Standard error

Page 22

Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 12
Q8. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with each of the following ...
-Summary
Base: All respondents

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

8555158129704442101165133298NET: Satisfied
53%61%63%K64%g55%58%64%43%50%60%60%60%

23204337261344-444286Very satisfied      (4)
14%22%17%18%E20%E17%E6%17%-16%19%17%

6235115924431386112191212Fairly satisfied    (3)
39%39%46%46%G34%41%58%FGh26%50%44%41%42%

4518514636179416549114Fairly dissatisfied (2)
28%i20%20%23%28%E22%14%17%50%23%22%23%

261635232113128-383977Very dissatisfied   (1)
16%18%14%11%16%17%18%35%-14%17%15%

7134866957302112110388191NET: Dissatisfied
44%I38%34%34%45%eh39%32%52%50%37%39%38%

41641231-9211Don't know
3%1%2%2%1%3%5%g4%-3%a1%2%

2.532.662.682.722.592.592.542.272.502.642.622.63Mean

0.941.020.930.900.990.980.881.160.710.920.990.95Standard deviation
0.080.110.060.060.090.110.110.250.500.060.070.04Standard error
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Southern Water - Drought Campaign Evaluation - Pre Stage
Online Fieldwork Dates: 29th May - 2nd June 2012

Absolutes/col percents

Table 14
Q8. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with each of the following ...
-Communication from Southern Water making me aware of the drought
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

765514812365443510-151128279NET: Satisfied
48%61%K59%K61%g51%58%53%43%-55%57%56%

21213941171344-483381Very satisfied      (4)
13%23%K16%20%E13%17%E6%17%-17%15%16%

5534109824831316-10395198Fairly satisfied    (3)
34%38%44%k41%38%41%47%26%-37%43%40%

50175243361719217049119Fairly dissatisfied (2)
31%IJ19%21%21%28%22%29%9%50%25%22%24%

2815433023131010-473986Very dissatisfied   (1)
18%17%17%15%18%17%15%43%-17%17%17%

7832957359302912111788205NET: Dissatisfied
49%IJ36%38%36%46%h39%44%52%50%42%39%41%

6376422119716Don't know
4%3%3%3%3%3%3%4%50%3%3%3%

2.452.70k2.592.68eg2.482.592.452.182.002.572.562.57Mean

0.941.020.960.970.950.980.831.22-0.980.960.97Standard deviation
0.080.110.060.070.090.110.100.26-0.060.070.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 15
Q8. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with each of the following ...
-Communication from Southern Water giving me advice about how to deal with the drought
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

604412910348363410-130103233NET: Satisfied
38%49%k52%K51%G38%47%52%g43%-47%46%47%

81230278733-282250Very satisfied      (4)
5%13%K12%K13%EG6%9%5%13%-10%10%10%

523299764029317-10281183Fairly satisfied    (3)
33%36%40%38%31%38%47%G30%-37%36%37%

61276962452217829562157Fairly dissatisfied (2)
38%I30%28%31%35%29%26%35%100%34%28%31%

331744313215124-425294Very dissatisfied   (1)
21%19%18%15%25%H20%18%17%-15%23%B19%

944411393773729122137114251NET: Dissatisfied
59%I49%45%46%60%EH49%44%52%100%49%51%50%

62863331-10616Don't know
4%2%3%3%2%4%5%4%-4%3%3%

2.232.44k2.48K2.51G2.192.382.402.412.002.432.342.39Mean

0.840.960.930.920.900.920.850.960.000.880.950.91Standard deviation
0.070.100.060.070.080.110.110.200.000.050.060.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 16
Q8. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with each of the following ...
-Communication from Southern Water informing me what the company is doing to deal with the drought
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

12174201163100645315-210186396NET: At least one
76%82%80%81%78%84%80%65%-76%83%B79%

824413411959403011-138122260NET: At least two
51%49%54%59%eG46%53%45%48%-50%55%52%

462792754124168-8679165NET: At least three
29%30%37%k37%e32%32%24%35%-31%35%33%

19134441131083-334376NET: At least four
12%14%18%20%G10%13%12%13%-12%19%B15%

3-138332--12416NET: All five
2%-5%Jk4%2%4%3%--4%2%3%

12174201163100645315-210186396NET: Any mention
76%82%80%81%78%84%80%65%-76%83%B79%

685914712767373210-152122274Installing thousands
43%66%K59%K63%EFg52%49%48%43%-55%55%55%of water meters with

automatic leak alarms

7032114905438258-11997216Improving its leakage
44%36%46%45%42%50%38%35%-43%43%43%performance leading to

a low leakage level

6037116944835278-103110213Replacing miles of
38%41%46%k47%38%46%41%35%-37%49%B43%water mains to reduce

the risk of bursts and
leaks

492064563621145-7063133Moving water around
31%22%26%28%28%28%21%22%-25%28%27%the region to keep

taps flowing

241043391110116-354277Building a new
15%11%17%19%G9%13%17%g26%-13%19%b15%reservoir in North

Sussex

39164939281213826737104None of these
24%18%20%19%22%16%20%35%100%24%A17%21%

1.71.81.9k2.0eG1.71.91.71.60.01.71.9b1.8Mean mentions
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 17
Q9. Which of the following measures, if any, are you aware of your local water company - Southern Water - doing in your area to try to tackle the

current drought ...
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

12775213175986358182229186415NET: At least one
79%83%85%87%G77%83%88%g78%100%83%83%83%

12172196166925755162222167389NET: At least two
76%80%78%82%G72%75%83%g70%100%80%75%78%

11572183157895453151216154370NET: At least three
72%80%73%78%g70%71%80%65%50%78%A69%74%

10970175151825450151210144354NET: At least four
68%78%70%75%G64%71%76%65%50%76%A65%71%

10166158141735046131194131325NET: At least five
63%73%i63%70%G57%66%70%g57%50%70%A59%65%

7757125114603934101157102259NET: At least six
48%63%IK50%56%g47%51%52%43%50%57%A46%52%

504686854132186-11369182NET: At least seven
31%51%IK34%42%Eg32%42%e27%26%-41%A31%36%

19142624151352-392059NET: All eight
12%16%10%12%12%17%e8%9%-14%a9%12%

12775213175986358182229186415NET: Any mention
79%83%85%87%G77%83%88%g78%100%83%83%83%

11369183152875653152206159365Turn off the tap when
71%77%73%75%68%74%80%g65%100%74%71%73%you brush your teeth

10869184152845752141211150361When making a cuppa,
68%77%74%75%g66%75%79%g61%50%76%A67%72%only boil as much

water as you need

10269170140825250142200141341Save water by taking a
64%77%K68%69%64%68%76%61%100%72%A63%68%five-minute shower

instead of a bath

10069170149784949121194145339Fit a water butt to
63%77%K68%74%G61%64%74%g52%50%70%65%68%collect rain water for

your garden

9165147130714740131187116303Use a full load in
57%72%IK59%64%55%62%61%57%50%68%A52%61%your washing machine

or dishwasher
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 18
Q10. I'm going to read out a series of messages about water efficiency. For each one that I read out, please tell me whether you recall hearing or

seeing the message from Southern Water specifically, or not ...
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

8757133117674237121164113277Fix dripping taps to
54%63%i53%58%52%55%56%52%50%59%a51%55%save up to a bathful

of water each week

76501161175534269-14597242Wash fruit or
48%56%46%58%EfG43%45%39%39%-52%A43%48%vegetables in a bowl,

not under a running
tap

422459562625126-7352125Fit aerators to taps
26%27%24%28%20%33%EG18%26%-26%23%25%to cut the water they

use by half

33153727301385-483785None of these
21%17%15%13%23%eH17%12%22%-17%17%17%

4.55.2iK4.65.0G4.34.84.84.14.05.0A4.44.7Mean mentions
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 18
Q10. I'm going to read out a series of messages about water efficiency. For each one that I read out, please tell me whether you recall hearing or

seeing the message from Southern Water specifically, or not ...
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

362057483616121-6449113NET: Press
23%22%23%24%28%21%18%4%-23%22%23%

321953463215101-5945104NET: Local press
20%21%21%23%25%20%15%4%-21%20%21%

352055473515121-6149110NET: Newspapers
22%22%22%23%27%20%18%4%-22%22%22%

88511149972373111215598253NET: Door to door
55%i57%i46%49%56%49%47%48%100%56%A44%51%

88491149772373111215596251NET: Door literature
55%i54%46%48%56%49%47%48%100%56%A43%50%

3627572829223011-6159120NET: Online
23%30%23%14%23%H29%H45%FGH48%-22%26%24%

1591913108102-192443NET: Websites
9%10%8%6%8%11%15%H9%-7%11%9%

6557513--9716NET: Face-to-face
4%6%i2%3%4%1%5%--3%3%3%

76301259264332912-13299231TV / TV ads
48%J33%50%J46%50%43%44%52%-48%44%46%

703585765626227212367190Letters - through the
44%I39%34%38%44%34%33%30%100%44%A30%38%door, by post,

accompanying the bill

362355403319166-6549114Leaflets - through the
23%26%22%20%26%25%24%26%-23%22%23%door, by post,

accompanying the bill

341653382516186-5746103Local radio
21%18%21%19%20%21%27%26%-21%21%21%

311949433114101-554499Local newspapers
19%21%20%21%24%18%15%4%-20%20%20%

251942172215239-473986Email
16%21%17%8%17%H20%H35%FGH39%-17%17%17%
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Table 19
Q11. Through which channels or media would you most like Southern Water to tell you and keep you informed about water efficiency and water restrictions?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



CountyAgeGender
East SussexWest SussexKent65+55 - 6445 - 5435 - 4425 - 3418 - 24FemaleMaleTotal

(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

16090*25020212876*66*23**2**277223500Base

1351378781-141731Internet news websites
8%6%5%3%6%9%h12%H4%-5%8%6%

82128743--13922National newspaper/s
5%2%5%4%5%5%5%--5%4%4%

5-137632--11718Local magazines
3%j-5%J3%5%4%3%--4%3%4%

64783411-9817Telephone calls
4%4%3%4%2%5%2%4%-3%4%3%

3243411--639Shop window posters
2%2%2%1%3%1%2%--2%1%2%

2433222--369Southern Water website
1%4%i1%1%2%3%3%--1%3%2%

24342-21-369Other websites (not
1%4%i1%2%2%-3%4%-1%3%2%news or social media

websites)

3323311--448Word of mouth
2%3%i1%1%2%1%2%--1%2%2%

321321---336Door-to-door calls
2%2%*1%2%1%---1%1%1%

2121112--235Social media websites
1%1%1%*1%1%3%h--1%1%1%

1-32--2--314Events or meetings
1%-1%1%--3%G--1%*1%face-to-face

-12--1-2-3-3Text messages / SMS
-1%1%--1%-9%-1%-1%

42115444--10717Other
3%2%4%2%3%5%6%--4%3%3%

141310313--71118Don't know
1%4%K5%K5%2%1%5%--3%5%4%
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Absolutes/col percents

Table 19
Q11. Through which channels or media would you most like Southern Water to tell you and keep you informed about water efficiency and water restrictions?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes
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